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Even before answering a call, Intelligent Routing gathers information and

routes callers accordingly. We also know if a caller has called before, and if

so, how frequently and what the journey and resolution was. Did they get

answered? Did they queue, if so was it for an excessive period of time? or did

they get fed up waiting and abandon the call completely?

 

Available in the cloud, or on-premise. Full customisation service

available. We integrate our solution with your back-end systems, databases

and CRM, so you don't have to worry.

 

In this guide we'll talk you through some of the key benefits of

Intelligent Routing, and how it can be a great fit for you.
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A G E N T

A V A I L A B I L I T Y

Using our routing tool agents can log-in, log-out, go into wrap,

and do after call work, all of which is automatically captured and

fed into our Routing Engine. Intelligent Routing then determines

who's best suited to receive each call, depending on the current

state of the agents.

 

The tool passes all call information to the agent at the time it

delivers the call. Giving the agent a fantastic place to start the

call - armed with all the information.

 

Intelligent Routing lets you go bigger and better.Connecting

callers to the same agent each time is the ultimate in customer

service and builds greater opportunities for quick resolution. It's

the personal touch that makes callers feel valued. And at the

same time, fantastic opportunities for up-selling and cross-

selling in sales environments.
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P R I O R I T Y

C A L L E R

H A N D L I N G

Intelligent Routing can identify which callers should be treated

as Priority Callers, giving them an enhanced caller experience

through dynamic menu choices, quicker call handling or direct

agent routing.

 

Priority Caller routing effectively allows your nominated callers to

jump the queue and be routed to the best skilled,

knowledgeable staff.

 

Creating that extra, personal touch, that helps to increase your

customer satisfaction, and making them feel special. 

 

This is a great way to give you an edge against your competitors,

and keep your customers coming back time and time again.

 

Enhance things further, add in Screen pops to the mix. Making

sure Agents have all the information they need on the customer,

and once changes have been made to who is a priority caller,

this is made in real-time and information is visible to your

customer service team,  so your team knows how to process the

call.
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F R E Q U E N C Y

R O U T I N G

How many times do your customers call? Most organisations can't

honestly answer that question. But that information is vitally

important.

 

If a customer calls 10 times, and abandons every time, shouldn't you

do something about it - before it's too late? Intelligent Routing has

the answer. as it logs every call attempt regardless of whether it was

answered or not. This can be investigated further to find out why and

the quick fix is to make sure your Agents are able to handle all calls

appropriately, apologise for the previous attempts and now treat

them as a priority caller and make sure they have no more delays.

 

Intelligent Routing helping you retain more customers by prioritising

calls, adjusting routing, messages, and advising agents of any issues

callers may have experienced previously. It is the solution to have.
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We hope this short guide gives you some great tips for using

Intelligent Routing within your business.

 

If you need help - or simply just have a question, we'd be more

than happy to help. Give us a call or drop Maxine an email.

http://www.maxnet.co.uk/
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We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that

makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service

applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service

costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,

sms.

 

From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our

solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that

exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house

development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI

technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,

on-premises: any way our clients want it.

 

We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local

approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in

exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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